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Reception

Reception
Do you like chips? Oliver does. In fact, he won't
eat anything else - until he plays a game with
his grandpa.
Whatever vegetable Oliver finds in the garden,
he must eat. On Monday, he pulls up carrots,
on Tuesday, it is spinach . . .

Themes: family, gardening, food, likes and dislikes

32 pages

Reception
The story of a tiny fish who proudly wears a
blue hat. It fits him perfectly. Problem is,
trouble could be following close behind... So
it's a good thing that the enormous fish he
took it from won't wake up. And even if he
does, it's not as though he'll ever know what
happened, right?

Themes: theft, honesty, caution

40 pages

Reception
Cats sit on mats, hares sit on chairs,
mules sit on stools and gophers sit on
sofas. But Frog does not want to sit on
a log.

Themes: rules/conventions, questioning

32 pages

Reception
Follow and join in the excitement as a
family wade through the grass, splash
through the river and squelch through
the mud in search of a bear. What a
surprise awaits them in the cave on
the other side of the dark forest!

Themes: family, adventure and overcoming obstacles

40 pages

Reception
A little boy and his pet dragon are the
very best of friends. They laugh, they
sing, they dance, they snooze. They
are both amazing - just like everyone
else!

Themes: friendship, diversity, understanding and acceptance

32 pages

Reception
Three baby owls, Sarah, Percy and Bill,
wake up one night in their hole in a
tree to find that their mother has
gone. So they sit on a branch and
wait... Darkness gathers and the owls
grow anxious, wondering when their
mother will return. But, at last, she
does and they bounce up and down
with joy, welcoming her home.

Themes: family and worry

32 pages

Reception
A dragon with a short temper is not a
good combination, as Fergal's family
and friends soon find out. He burns
the dinner (literally), reduces the
football goal to ashes and absolutely
cannot play a nice, quiet board game.
It is only when he starts to notice
other animals have clever tricks to
calm down that Fergal begins to win
back his friends, especially when he
discovers dragons can cool off in a
very handy way.

Themes: empathy, friendship, anger, kindness

32 pages

Reception

When the other bunnies bounced, I bounced.
When they hopped, I hopped. When they
slept, I did too. Like them, I dreamed. But MY
dreams weren't the same. They were less . . .
rabbity.
Bernard has decided that he's not going to be
like all the other bunnies any more. He's not
going to twitch his nose and prick his
ears. And while others might dream of
carrots, Bernard's dreams are altogether
more...disco!
He starts small, but when he finally gets to
groove with grace and jive with joy at Bertie
and Brenda's Bunny Ball, Bernard shows the
world that being yourself is the very best
thing a bunny can be.

Themes: empathy, individuality, acceptance

32 pages

Reception
Sulwe's skin is the colour of midnight. She's
darker than everyone in her family, and
everyone at school.
All she wants is to be beautiful and bright,
like her mother and sister.
Then a magical journey through the night sky
opens her eyes and changes everything.

Themes: empathy, individuality, acceptance

48 pages

Reception
"Who has squashed our bookshelf?" Our
teacher asks us all. "Someone's bitten the
board in two! There are claw marks on the
wall!" For one little boy, a regular day at
school is turned upside down. A band of
dinosaurs are there to wreak havoc in the
classroom, but the grown-ups can't see
them! Can he convince the dinosaurs to
behave?

Themes: school

32 pages

Year 1

Year 1
Meet hilarious, science-mad chatterbox,
Rocket - she's going to be the greatest
astronaut, star-catcher, space-traveller that has
ever lived!
But... can she convince her big brother to stop
looking down at his phone and start LOOKING
UP at the stars?

Themes: family, aspirations, science, space

32 pages

Year 1
In a dry dusty place where the sand
sparkled gold, stood a mighty flat rock,
all craggy and old. And under that rock
in a tinyful house, lived the littlest,
quietest, meekest brown mouse.
Fed up of being ignored by the other
animals, Mouse wishes he could roar
like Lion. But, as he discovers, even
the biggest, bossiest people are scared
sometimes ... and even the smallest
creatures can have the heart of a lion!

Themes: confidence and finding a voice

32 pages

Year 1
While riding the subway home with his Nana
one day, Julian notices three women
spectacularly dressed up. Their hair billows in
brilliant hues, their dresses end in fishtails, and
their joy fills the train carriage. When Julian
gets home, daydreaming of the magic he’s
seen, all he can think about is dressing up just
like the ladies and making his own fabulous
mermaid costume. But what will Nana think
about the mess he makes – and even more
importantly – what will she think about how
Julian sees himself?

Themes: family, identity

40 pages

Year 1
Gerald the tall giraffe would love to join in with
the other animals at the Jungle Dance, but
everyone knows that giraffes can't dance . . . or
can they?

Themes: identity, acceptance, music, dance and confidence

32 pages

Year 1
My birthday's coming up so soon,
I'll need new clothes to wear.
But most of all, I need to know,
How shall I style my hair?

Themes: celebrations, family, identity

32 pages

Year 1
Pig is the greediest Pug in the world. He is badtempered, rude and he never, ever shares.
Friendly sausage dog Trevor is always trying to
persuade Pig to play with him, but without
success. When Pig is asked to share his toys,
his greed finally backfires and something
unexpected happens to him. Will Pig the Pug
learn his lesson at last?

Themes: manners, greed and sharing

24 pages

Year 1
Everybody knows that crocodiles love water,
but this little crocodile is different. He doesn’t
like water at all. In fact, he prefers climbing
trees! But it can be lonely when you’re the odd
one out, so the little crocodile tries his best to
change. But being wet isn’t for everyone – and
a shiver soon becomes a cold and the cold
becomes a sneeze, a very hot sneeze… Could it
be that this little crocodile isn’t a crocodile at
all? He might just be a DRAGON

Themes: taking on challenges and celebrating hidden talents

32 pages

Year 1
At the penguin house at the Central Park Zoo,
two penguins named Roy and Silo were a little
bit different from the others. But their desire
for a family was the same. And with the help of
a kindly zookeeper, Roy and Silo got the chance
to welcome a baby penguin of their very own.

Themes: empathy, family

36 pages

Year 2

Year 2
'Dear Uncle Morton. You'd better get on a
plane right now and come back here. Your
dragon has eaten Jemima.'
It had sounded so easy: Edward was going to
look after Uncle Morton's unusual pet for a
week while he went on holiday. But soon the
fridge is empty, the curtains are blazing, and
the postman is fleeing down the garden path.

Themes: family, dragons, email communication

112 pages

Year 2
Everyone loves the wickedly dry sense of
humour of The Diary of a Killer Cat by Anne
Fine.
Okay, Okay. So hang me. I killed the bird. For
pity's sake, I'm a cat.
Poor Ellie is horrified when Tuffy drags a dead
bird into the house. Then a mouse. But Tuffy
can't understand what all the fuss is about.
Who on earth will be the next victim to arrive
through the cat-flap? Can soft-hearted Ellie
manage to get her beloved pet to change his
wild, wild ways before he ends up in even
deeper trouble?

Themes: animals, nature, guilt, innocence, family

64 pages

Year 2
Anna Hibiscus lives in amazing Africa with her
mother, her father, her baby twin brothers,
and lots and lots of her family. Join her as she
splashes in the sea, prepares for a party, sells
oranges, and hopes to see sweet, sweet snow!

Themes: understanding the world, cultures, family

112 pages

Year 2

Themes: fears, change, animals

Charlie McGuffin has an incredible secret . . .
He can change into animals. All sorts of animals: a
flea, a pigeon, even a rhino.
Trouble is, he can't decide when - it only happens
when he gets worried. And right now, Charlie has
quite a lot to worry about:
· His brother (who is in hospital)
· His parents (who are panicking about it)
· And the school bully (who has Charlie in his sights)
And even though every kid wants a superhero
power, Charlie isn't keen on changing into a chicken
in the middle of the school play.
So with the help of his three best friends, Charlie
needs to find a way of dealing with his crazy new
power - and fast!

288 pages

Year 2

Boggis is an enormously fat chicken farmer who
only eats boiled chickens smothered in fat.
Bunce is a duck-and-goose farmer whose dinner
gives him a beastly temper.
Bean is a turkey-and-apple farmer who only
drinks gallons of strong cider.
Mr Fox is so clever that every evening he creeps
down into the valley and helps himself to food
from their farms - and those GHASTLY farmers
can't catch him!
Now the farmers have hatched a plan to BANGBANG-BANG shoot Mr Fox dead! But, just when
they think Mr Fox can't possibly escape, he
makes a FANTASTIC plan of his own . . .

Themes: intelligence, greed, family, stealing

112 pages

Year 2
Plop, the Baby Barn Owl, is like every Barn Owl
there ever was, except for one thing - he is
afraid of the dark. "Dark is nasty" he says and
so he won't go hunting with his parents. Mrs
Barn Owl sends him down from his nest-hole
to ask about the dark and he meets a little boy
waiting for the fireworks to begin, an old lady,
a scout out camping, a girl who tells him about
Father Christmas, a man with a telescope and
a black cat who takes him exploring. He
realizes that through these encounters that
dark is super after all.

Themes: family, safety, bravery, facing fears

112 pages

Year 2
Max is a hedgehog who lives with his family in
a nice little home, but it's on the wrong side of
the road from the Park where there's a
beautiful lily pond and plenty of juicy slugs,
worms and snails!
The busy road is dangerous but Max is
determined to make his way across. If humans
can do it, why can't hedgehogs?
His first attempt ends in a nasty bump on the
head and, when Max tries to speak, he realises
his words are all mixed up. He is no longer a
hedgehog but a hodge-heg.

Themes: heroism, safety, family

96 pages

Year 2
My parents decided it would be a good idea to
move house AND move me to a new school at
the same time. As if I didn't have a hard
enough time staying out of trouble at home,
now I've also got to try and make new friends.
What's worse, the class bully seems to think
I'm the perfect target.
At least Eid's around the corner which means a
feast (YAY) and presents (DOUBLE YAY). Well, as
long as I can stay in Mum and Dad's good
books long enough...

Themes: race, acceptance, respect, religious celebrations

224 pages

Year 2
"All I want is a normal family but no, I've ended
up with the brother from Weirdsville. Liam is
so embarrassing, but Mum and Dad can't see
that and give him all the attention. Leaving me
with zero! Zilch! A big fat NOTHING!
And I'm not really sure how an enormous,
funny, clumsy polar bear is going to help with
all this, but he was standing on the doorstep,
so I had to invite him to stay, didn't I? Well,
what would you have done?"

Themes: acceptance, respect, family, autism

224 pages

Year 3

Year 3

Welcome to the world of Nocturnia, where
darkness reigns supreme, glitter is terrifying,
and unicorns are the stuff of nightmares!
Amelia Fang would much rather hang out with
her pet pumpkin Squashy and her friends
Florence the yeti (DON'T CALL HER BEAST!)
and Grimaldi the reaper than dance at her
parents' annual Barbaric Ball.
And when the King’s spoiled son Tangine
captures Squashy, Amelia and her friends must
escape the party to plan a daring rescue! In
their race against time, they begin to realise
things in Nocturnia may not be quite what
they seem . . .

Themes: family, monsters, mystery, celebrations

224 pages

Year 3
Welcome to the sleepy island of Penfurzy,
where nothing exciting ever really happens. OR
DOES IT? Adventure awaits Demelza and her
new best friend in the whole world, Nessa, as
they explore the island and uncover the
mysteries of the Penfurzy Knights. With a
honking pet goose sidekick, quirky islanders
and a legendary treasure to find, it's up to
Nessa and Demelza to ride their bikes, solve
the puzzles before them, and face down
danger with frisbees, water-balloons, feathers
.... and a toilet plunger.

Themes: heroism, friendship, diversity

224 pages

Year 3

Themes: tolerance, kindness, animals

A hundred years ago, in the Himalayan peaks
of Nanvi Dar, the daughter of an English earl is
kidnapped by a huge hairy monster. In a secret
valley Agatha Farley is introduced to a family of
motherless yetis and devotes her life to their
upbringing. She teaches them to speak, tells
them stories and insists on polite manners. But
as the decades pass, tourists come to the
mountains, a hotel is built and yeti-hunters
arrive. Agatha knows that there is one place in
the world where they would be protected - her
ancestral home at Farley Towers. When a boy
and his sister stumble upon her hidden valley,
she knows she has found the courageous
people who will carry out her plan.

256 pages

Year 3
When a goblin messenger arrives at The
Nothing to See Here Hotel, announcing the
imminent arrival of the goblin prince Grogbah,
Frankie and his family rush into action to get
ready for their important guest. But it soon
becomes obvious that the Banister family are
going to have their work cut out with the
demanding prince and his never-ending
entourage, especially when it turns out the
rude little prince is hiding a secret...

Themes: family, monsters, mystery , bravery

192 pages

Year 3
The Race to the Top of the World! It comes
around once in a lifetime, and the prize? Your
heart's desire. Shen and Sika can't resist the
chance to win, but competition is fierce. The
path to victory is littered with snow trolls, sea
monsters, and a gang of particularly hungry
yetis. But Shen and Sika have something the
other contestants don't have. Actually, they
have 66 other things; pugs to be exact. That's a
264 paw-powered sled!

Themes: bravery, competition, humour, animals

224 pages

Year 3
When robot Roz opens her eyes for the first
time, she discovers that she is alone on a
remote, wild island. She has no idea how she
got there or what her purpose is - but she
knows she needs to survive. After battling a
fierce storm and escaping a vicious bear attack,
she realises that her only hope for survival is to
adapt to her surroundings and learn from the
island's unwelcoming animal inhabitants. As
Roz slowly befriends the animals, the island
starts to feel like home - until, one day, her
mysterious past comes back to haunt her.

Themes: survival, robots, animals, acceptance, bravery

288 pages

Year 3
Sam Wu is NOT a scaredy-cat (except he
is). When a trip to the Space Museum goes
terrifyingly wrong, Sam begins a mission to
prove to the school bully, and all of his friends,
that he is a fearless space adventurer.

Themes: bravery, school, facing fears, ghosts, animals

224 pages

Year 3
The Iron Man came to the top of the cliff.
Where had he come from? Nobody knows.
How was he made? Nobody knows.
Mankind must put a stop to the dreadful
destruction by the Iron Man and set a trap for
him, but he cannot be kept down. Then, when
a terrible monster from outer space threatens
to lay waste to the planet, it is the Iron Man
who finds a way to save the world.

Themes: bravery, science fiction, robots, monsters, mystery

144 pages

Year 3
Anisha is all set to be a (reluctant) bridesmaid
at Aunty Bindi's wedding...until a secret
ransom note arrives. Bindi's groom has been
kidnapped and will only be released IF THE
WEDDING IS CALLED OFF! With best friend
Milo, mischievous Granny Jas, a runaway
lobster, a kitten-loving giant, and some super
skills of logic and observation, it's up to Anisha
Mistry to find her uncle, before the big family
wedding of the year becomes a big disaster

Themes: family, celebrations, friendship, kidnapping

224 pages

Year 3
Varjak Paw is a Mesopotamian Blue kitten. He
lives high up in an old house on a hill. He's
never left home, but then his grandfather tells
him about the Way - a secret martial art for
cats.
Now Varjak must use the Way to survive in a
city full of dangerous dogs, cat gangs and,
strangest of all the mysterious Vanishings.

Themes: friendship, family, animals, bravery, martial arts

256 pages

Year 3

When Tomas discovers a strange old tree at
the bottom of his grandad's garden, he doesn't
think much of it. But he takes the funny fruit
from the tree back into the house - and gets
the shock and delight of his life when a tiny
dragon hatches! The tree is a dragonfruit tree,
and Tomas has got his very own dragon, Flicker
...
Tomas soon finds out that life with Flicker is
great fun, but also very ... unpredictable. Yes,
dragons are wonderful, but they also set fire to
your toothbruth and leave your pants hanging
from the TV aerial. Tomas has to learn how to
look after Flicker - and quickly. And then
something extraordinary happens - more
dragonfruits appear on the tree. Tomas is
officially growing dragons ...

Themes: friendship, family, secrets, magic, school

224 pages

Year 4

Year 4
Abilene loves her blue china rabbit, but
Edward Tulane is extremely vain and only loves
himself. On a voyage from New York to
London, Edward falls overboard and from
there finds himself on an amazing journey. He
travels with tramps, works as a scarecrow,
comforts a dying child ... and finally learns
what it is to truly love.

Themes: vanity, loss, friendship, kindness, travel, homelessness

288 pages

Year 4
When Arthur and Rose were little, they were
heroes in the Land of Roar, an imaginary world
that they found by climbing through the
folding bed in their grandad’s attic. Roar was
filled with things they loved – dragons,
mermaids, ninja wizards and adventure – as
well as things that scared them (including a
very creepy scarecrow. . .)
Now the twins are eleven, Roar is just a
memory. But when they help Grandad clean
out the attic, Arthur is horrified as Grandad is
pulled into the folding bed and vanishes. Is he
playing a joke? Or is Roar . . . real?

Themes: fantasy, magic, mystery, bravery

304 pages

Year 4
Determined to be the world’s greatest
detective, Zaiba is always on the lookout for a
crime to solve. She knows everything there is
to know about running an investigation – in
theory...
At her cousin’s Mehndi party, Zaiba gets her
first challenge: to discover the identity of the
VIP staying at the same hotel. With the help of
her best friend Poppy and brother Ali, Zaiba
puts her sleuthing skills to the test. And when
the celebrity’s precious dog disappears, along
with its priceless diamond collar, it’s up to the
trio to save the day!

Themes: crime, mystery, friendship

256 pages

Year 4
Orphan Magpie can't believe her eyes when she sees
a boy swept off his feet by a kite ... or something that
twists and dances in the wind.
Like her, the boy – Pierre – dreams of flying over the
rooftops of Paris. His family, the Montgolfiers, are
desperate to be first to discover the secret of flight.
The world looks so different up high and suddenly
Magpie knows what she wants – to be the first to fly
in a balloon above the King and Queen of France ...

Themes: bravery, family, history, adventure, science

288 pages

Year 4
Lila doesn't just want to be a Firework-Maker's
daughter, she wants to be a Firework Maker
herself. But although she's learned a lot she
still must get through the most difficult and
dangerous part of her apprenticeship - and her
father won't tell her what it is.
In search of this final Firework-Making secret,
Lila heads off alone on a journey. It is a journey
filled with dangers beyond anything she could
have imagined, a journey on which she will
learn so much more than the one secret she
set out to find . . .

Themes: aspiration, bravery

144 pages

Year 4
Alex Sparrow is a super-agent in training. He is
also a human lie-detector. Working with Jess who can communicate with animals - they
must find out why their friends, and enemies,
are all changing into polite and well behaved
pupils. And exactly who is behind it all. This is a
humorous tale full of farts, jokes and
superhero references. Oh, and a rather clever
goldfish called Bob. In a world where kids'
flaws and peculiarities are being erased out of
existence, Alex and Jess must rely on what
makes them different to save the day.

Themes: friendship, adventure, mystery, bravery

250 pages

Year 4

When Ruby's dad uproots her from Australia to
set up a hotel in the mountains of India, Ruby
is devastated. Not only are they living in a rundown building in the middle of the wilderness
surrounded by scorpions, bears and leopards,
but Ruby is sure that India will never truly feel
like home - not without her mum there.
Ever since her mum died, Ruby has been
afraid. Of cars. Of the dark. Of going to sleep
and never waking up.
But then the last remaining leopards of the
mountain are threatened and everything
changes. Ruby vows to do all she can to
protect them - if she can only overcome her
fears...

Themes: conservation, family, animals, friendship

288 pages

Year 4
Willow Moss, the youngest and least powerful
sister in a family of witches, has a magical
ability for finding lost things like keys, or socks,
or wooden teeth. Useful, but not exactly
exciting . . . Then the most powerful witch in
the world of Starfell turns up at Willows door
and asks for her help. A whole day last Tuesday
to be precise has gone missing. Completely.
And, without it, the whole universe could
unravel. Now Willow holds the fate of Starfell
in her rather unremarkable hands . . . Can she
save the day by finding the lost one?

Themes: magic, mystery, friendship

288 pages

Year 4
Jelly and her family live in Chompton-on-deLyte, where everyone loves a Chocablocka bar
or two. So when the end of chocolate is
announced, she can't believe it. Determined to
investigate, Jelly and her gran follow a trail of
clues to a posh chocolate shop and its owner,
the pompous Garibaldi Chocolati. Gari's
suspiciously smug, despite his failing business
and yucky chocolate. Is it really the
chocopocalypse, or is there a chocoplot afoot?

Themes: chocolate, mystery, apocalypse, heroism

288 pages

Year 4
For as long as she can remember Rumaysa has
been locked away in her tower, forced to spin
straw into gold for the evil Witch, unable to
leave. Until one day, after dropping a hijab out
of her small tower-window, Rumaysa realizes
how she might be able to escape . . .

Themes: family, bereavement, friendship, magic, independence

240 pages

Year 5

Year 5

Podkin is the son of a warrior chieftain. He
knows that one day it will be up to him to lead
his warren and guard it in times of danger. But
for now, he's quite happy to laze around
annoying his older sister Paz, and playing with
his baby brother Pook. Then Podkin's home is
brutally attacked, and the young rabbits are
forced to flee. The terrifying Gorm are on the
rampage, and no one and nowhere is safe.
With danger all around them, Podkin must
protect his family, uncover his destiny, and
attempt to defeat the most horrifying enemy
rabbitkind has ever known.

Themes: bravery, war, loss, magic, family

288 pages

Year 5

THINGS MY PERFECT PARENTS MUST HAVE:
1. A mega mansion like the ones footballers
live in
2. A garage wall with a basketball hoop
3. No gerbils
4. Holidays to Disneyland
All Sam wants is a family of his own, a home
instead of a ‘house’ and parents he knows will
still be there when he wakes up. Because Sam
has been in and out of foster care his whole
life and he can’t imagine ever feeling like he
truly belongs.
Then his best friend Leah suggests that rather
than wait for a family to come to him, he
should go out and find one. So begins The
Perfect Parent Project ... But Sam may just
discover that family has a funny way of
finding you

Themes: family, fostering, friendship

349 pages

Year 5
Violet, Klaus, and Sunny Baudelaire are
intelligent children. They are charming, and
resourceful, and have pleasant facial features.
Unfortunately, they are exceptionally unlucky.
In The Bad Beginning, the siblings encounter a
greedy and repulsive villain, itchy clothing, a
disastrous fire, a plot to steal their fortune and
cold porridge for breakfast.

Themes: animals, mystery, crime, friendship, bravery

192 pages

Year 5
Max is used to spending time alone - it's
difficult to make friends in a big, chaotic school
when you're deaf. He prefers to give his
attention to the little things in life . . . like
making awesome, detailed replica models.
Then Mr Darrow, the school caretaker and
fellow modeller, goes missing. Max must follow
his parting instruction: 'Go to my room. You'll
know what to do.'
There on the floor he finds a pile of sand . . .
and in the sand is Mr Darrow's latest creation .
. . a tiny boy, no bigger than a raisin, Luke,
Prince of the Blues. And behind the tiny boy . .
. millions of others - a thriving, bustling,
sprawling civilization!

Themes: vanity, loss, friendship, kindness, travel, homelessness

288 pages

Year 5
Twelve-year-old Joe has an unbelievably evil
Granny. Not only is Granny physically repulsive
and horribly mean, but she also has the look in
her eye of a predatory crocodile. Soon Joe
starts to suspect that she has unpleasant
designs on him. But what are they and how
can he foil them?

Themes: family, mystery, humour

288 pages

Year 5

Maxwell is always in trouble.
He's a total menace to his teachers and big
sister, but has a soft side, too: he rescued his
dog, Monster, from being run over and checks
on his elderly neighbour after school.
One day, while looking through a mysterious
cabinet of curiosities, Maxwell finds himself
erased from his life: it's as if he's never been
born.
At first, being able to walk around without
being yelled at is great, but Maxwell starts to
miss his old life.
And, if he'd never existed, then he wouldn't
have swooped Monster out of the path of that
car...

Themes: family, friendship, behaviour, self discovery

352 pages

Year 5

Who wants to live in a town where everyone
has to wear glasses to stop them going blind?
And who wants to be neat and tidy and
perfectly behaved all the time?
But Violet quickly discovers there's something
weird going on in the town – she keeps hearing
voices, her mam is acting strange and her dad
has disappeared.
When she meets Boy she realizes that her dad
is not the only person to have vanished... and
that the mysterious Watchers are guarding a
perfectly creepy secret!

Themes: friendship, self belief, mystery, magic,

251 pages

Year 5
Chaya, a no-nonsense, outspoken hero, leads
her friends and a gorgeous elephant on a
noisy, fraught, joyous adventure through the
jungle where revolution is stirring and leeches
lurk. Will stealing the queen's jewels be the
beginning or the end of everything for the
intrepid gang?

Themes: friendship, bravery, crime, poverty, monarchy

272 pages

Year 5
Elliot's mum is ill and his home is under threat,
but a shooting star crashes to earth and
changes his life forever. The star is Virgo - a
young Zodiac goddess on a mission. But the
pair accidentally release Thanatos, a wicked
death daemon imprisoned beneath
Stonehenge, and must then turn to the old
Olympian gods for help. After centuries of
cushy retirement on earth, are Zeus and his
crew up to the task of saving the world - and
solving Elliot's problems too?

Themes: family, illness, homelessness, humour, adventure

384 pages

Year 5

There used to be an empty chair at the back of
my class, but now a new boy called Ahmet is
sitting in it.
He's nine years old (just like me), but he's very
strange. He never talks and never smiles and
doesn't like sweets - not even lemon sherbets,
which are my favourite!
But then I learned the truth: Ahmet really isn't
very strange at all. He's a refugee who's run
away from a War. A real one. With bombs and
fires and bullies that hurt people. And the
more I find out about him, the more I want to
help.
That's where my best friends Josie, Michael
and Tom come in. Because you see, together
we've come up with a plan. . .

Themes: friendship, bravery, refugees, war, school

256 pages

Year 6

Year 6
This is a story about a boy named Kester. He is
extraordinary, but he doesn't know that yet. All
he knows, at this very moment, is this:
1. There is a flock of excited pigeons in his
bedroom.
2. They are talking to him.
3. His life will never be quite the same again...
Kester lives in a land in quarantine. A deadly
virus has killed all the animals except pests and
it's expected to be equally dangerous to
humans. But when Kester realises he can talk
to the pests, he finds they have great hope
invested in him.

Themes: bravery, friendship, climate change, disease, animals

335 pages

Year 6
Stanley Yelnats' family has a history of bad
luck, so when a miscarriage of justice sends
him to Camp Green Lake Juvenile Detention
Centre (which isn't green and doesn't have a
lake) he is not surprised. Every day he and the
other inmates are told to dig a hole, five foot
wide by five foot deep, reporting anything they
find. Why? The evil warden claims that it's
character building, but this is a lie. It's up to
Stanley to dig up the truth

Themes: childhood, crime and punishment, mystery, treasure, racism

240 pages

Year 6

Tally is ten years old and she's just like her friends.
Well, sometimes she is. If she tries really hard to
be. Because there's something that makes Tally not
the same as her friends. Something she can't cover
up, no matter how hard she tries: Tally is autistic.
Tally's autism means there are things that bother
her even though she wishes they didn't. It means
that some people misunderstand, her and feel
frustrated by her.
People think that because Tally's autistic, she
doesn't realise what they're thinking, but Tally sees
and hears - and notices - all of it. And, honestly?
That's not the easiest thing to live with.

Themes: transition, autism, mental health, bullying, friendship, family

368 pages

Year 6

Nobody visits Eerie-on-Sea in the winter. Especially
not when darkness falls and the wind howls around
Maw Rocks and the wreck of the battleship Leviathan,
where even now some swear they have seen the
unctuous Malamander creep…
Herbert Lemon, Lost-and-Founder at the Grand
Nautilus Hotel, knows that returning lost things to
their rightful owners is not easy – especially when the
lost thing is not a thing at all, but a girl. No one knows
what happened to Violet Parma’s parents twelve years
ago, and when she engages Herbie to help her find
them, the pair discover that their disappearance
might have something to do with the legendary seamonster, the Malamander.

Themes: sea, mystery, hotels, friendship, loss, mythical creatures

304 pages

Year 6
Aya is eleven years old and has just arrived in
Britain with her mum and baby brother,
seeking asylum from war in Syria. When Aya
stumbles across a local ballet class, the
formidable dance teacher spots her
exceptional talent and believes that Aya has
the potential to earn a prestigious ballet
scholarship. But at the same time, Aya and her
family must fight to be allowed to remain in
the country, to make a home for themselves
and to find Aya's father - separated from the
rest of the family during the journey from
Syria.

Themes: friendship, kindness, refugees, mental health, loss, dance, bullying

272 pages

Year 6
Who is the mysterious bloodstained man who
stops their coach? Why is no one around when
Lance and the rest of Year Six arrive at the
brand new Crater Lake activity centre? But this
is just the beginning of the school trip from
hell; a fight for survival that sees five pupils
band together to save their classmates from an
alien fate far worse than death. But whatever
happens, they must Never. Ever. Fall asleep!

Themes: alien invasion, diversity, friendship, educational visit

252 pages

Year 6
Despite his Mum's insistence, Sam doesn't
want to be friends with Davey, he thinks
Davey's a first class, grade A, top of the dung
heap moron. But one day Davey saves Sam's
life and a bond is formed between them. Sam
is still embarrassed to be seen with Davey, but
little by little he has to admit, when it's just the
two of them, Davey is a lot of fun. But then
something terrible happens to Davey. . . Told in
verse, in first person, this is the touching story
of an extraordinary friendship, that changes
two boys lives for ever

Themes: friendship, school, acceptance

176 pages

Year 6
Marinka dreams of a normal life, where her
house stays in one place long enough for her
to make friends. But her house has chicken
legs and moves on without warning.
For Marinka's grandmother is Baba Yaga, who
guides spirits between this world and the next.
Marinka longs to change her destiny and sets
out to break free from her grandmother's
footsteps, but her house has other ideas..

Themes: friendship, death, family, identity, bullying

336 pages

Year 6
Lily has lots of worries. She's struggling to
compete in her fell-running races and, worse,
she's losing her gran to Alzheimer's. But then
she discovers her great-great-grandfather's
diaries from the First World War. Could his
incredible story of bravery help her reconnect
with her gran and even give her the inspiration
she needs to push through and win?

Themes: family, competition, war, dementia, bravery, loss

176 pages

Year 6
"I want to be able to call the sharks. Teach me
the magic and show me the ways."
Blue Wing is desperate to become a shark
caller, but instead she must befriend
infuriating newcomer Maple, who arrives
unexpectedly on Blue Wing's island.
At first, the girls are too angry to share their
secrets and become friends. But when the tide
breathes the promise of treasure, they must
journey together to the bottom of the ocean
to brave the deadliest shark of them all...

Themes: forgiveness, friendship, bravery

Year 6
1941. War is raging. And one angry
boy has been sent to the city, where
bombers rule the skies. There, Joseph
will live with Mrs F, a gruff woman
with no fondness for children. Her
only loves are the rundown zoo she
owns and its mighty silverback gorilla,
Adonis. As the weeks pass, bonds
deepen and secrets are revealed, but
if the bombers set Adonis rampaging
free, will either of them be able to end
the life of the one thing they truly
love?

Themes: family, friendship, loss, war, dyslexia

320 pages

Year 6

Amari Peters knows three things.
Her big brother Quinton has gone missing.
No one will talk about it.
His mysterious job holds the secret…
So when Amari gets an invitation to the Bureau of
Supernatural Affairs, she’s certain this is her chance to
find Quinton. But first she has to get her head around
the new world of the Bureau, where mermaids, aliens
and magicians are real, and her roommate is a
weredragon.
Amari must compete against kids who’ve known
about the supernatural world their whole lives, and
when each trainee is awarded a special supernatural
talent, Amari is given an illegal talent – one that the
Bureau views as dangerous.
With an evil magician threatening the whole
supernatural world, and her own classmates thinking
she is the enemy, Amari has never felt more alone.
But if she doesn’t pass the three tryouts, she may
never find out what happened to Quinton …

Themes: family, friendship, mystery, competition, magic, bravey

384 pages

